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Abstract—Due to the globalization of the semiconductor supply
chain, the security threats for the production of an integrated
circuit (IC) and its intellectual property (IP) are becoming more
and more critical for many fab-less design houses. Conversely,
the protections for these threats are expensive, especially when
introduced in the last stages of the design flow. In this paper, we
discuss the approaches, the trends, and the associated challenges
that can be applied in the early stages of the design, i.e., before
logic synthesis. On one hand, these approaches can operate on
more semantic information and offer more protection. On the
other hand, they have more effects on the overall design and need
to somehow “predict” the effects on the final implementation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing costs of the manufacturing process for deep
sub-micron technologies are pushing many semiconductor
companies to outsource the integrated circuit (IC) fabrication
to third-party foundries [1], as shown in Figure 1. This trend
has several advantages. Fab-less companies can focus their
investments on the design process, while the foundries can
mitigate the costs by serving multiple customers. However,
globalizing the semiconductor supply chain can also lead to
security issues [2], [3]. A malicious actor that has access to
the IC design can reverse engineer the functionality, steal the
intellectual property (IP), and sell illegal IC copies [4]. Many
design companies are thus looking for security countermea-
sures for hardware IP protection. Existing techniques often
operate on the gate-level netlist, which is the result of logic
synthesis, or directly at the manufacturing level. For example,
logic locking and split manufacturing are popular techniques
applied at this level. However, this approach has two major
drawbacks. First, it requires an intimate knowledge of the
target technology and the design, limiting the application to
small chips. For example, the designers must have access
to the technology libraries and the full IC specification to
understand where to apply the protections. Second, logic
synthesis performs several optimizations that embed semantic
information into the design. For example, a multiplication for
a constant can trigger optimizations that can reduce it even
to a simple left shifter. While this optimization improves area
and timing, it clearly reveals the operation that is executed.
An alternative approach that is gaining attention is to operate
at higher levels of abstraction, i.e., before logic synthesis.

These high-level approaches allow designers to operate on
and protect more semantic information. In this context, high-
level synthesis (HLS) plays a critical role in the generation of
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Fig. 1. IC design flow with security threats

the hardware description to be synthesized. Protection methods
can be directly applied to the chip’s specification (e.g., the
input C code), during the HLS steps, or directly on the
resulting register-transfer level (RTL) description. However,
not all of them are compatible with current industrial EDA
flows, demanding innovations in tools, metrics, and tool flows.

In the rest of this paper, we first describe the threat models
that are usually considered for hardware IP protection (Sec-
tion II). Then, Section III presents the current solutions and
trends, while Section IV discusses open challenges.

II. THREAT MODEL

The threat model defines the goals and capabilities of
the attackers. In this paper, we consider attackers that aim
at reverse engineering a critical functionality to steal the
corresponding IP. The entire IC or part of it can be later copied
into an illegal design, fabricated, and sold. This process creates
significant economic damage to the original design house.

We assume the attackers can access the IC design files and
can reverse engineer the functionality from GDSII to gates and
then up to RTL [5], [6]. Once they have the RTL description,
they can perform extensive simulations or re-synthesize the
design to see the effects of logic optimizations. They may have
access also to a working version of the chip (called oracle),
for example, because they found it on the (black) market. The
oracle chip can be used to analyze the I/O relationships [7].

III. OVERVIEW OF CURRENT SOLUTIONS AND TRENDS

In the following, we discuss hardware IP protection methods
that can be implemented at higher levels of abstraction, i.e.,
ranging from component specification to system-level design.

A. Watermarking

Watermarking is a passive protection method, i.e. it helps
identify but cannot actively prevent an illegal IC copy [8].
It operates by embedding a secret signature, i.e., a unique
sequence of information, into the design. The subsequent
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verification of the signature can be used to claim the ownership
of a chip design during litigation. On one hand, the signature
must be unique (very extremely low probability of collision -
i.e., of generating the same one by chance) but easy to be
verified. High-level watermarking methods aim at inserting
constraints into the HLS scheduling and binding steps to create
a unique solution [9] or reusing the functional resources to
implement a unique watermarking function [10]. Note that, in
the latter case, the design also requires extra logic (similar to
a scan-chain) to be able to functionally verify the signature.

B. Locking Locking

Logic locking is the process of inserting extra logic in the
circuit controlled by a newly-inserted input (called locking
key). The locking key is not given to the foundry but later
installed into a tamper-proof memory to “activate” the func-
tionality of the chip. While logic locking has been mostly
applied at the gate level [11], there is a growing interest for
raising the abstraction level to RTL or even more the previous
stages. In these cases, this process is usually called behavioral
locking and can be applied to the high-level specification (e.g.,
C/C++) [12], [13], during the HLS (even though it may require
tool changes) [14], [15], or on the RTL descriptions [16]. In all
cases, it is possible to protect more semantic information (e.g.,
proprietary constants, arithmetic operations, control flow) and
use industrial EDA flows for chip design [17]. Like in the case
of gate-level locking, the locking key must be kept secret.

C. FPGA Redaction

To further protect the hardware IP, designers can remove
sensitive modules from the design and replace them with
(e)FPGAs. In this case, the protection guarantees come from
the concept of field-programmability of the devices. So, the
foundry cannot know in advance which functions will be im-
plemented on the devices. In these cases, the designers have to
trade off security concerns [18] and EDA challenges [19], [20]
to determine the best system-level architectures in terms of the
number of FPGA devices and the corresponding parameters in
case of custom instances.

IV. OPEN CHALLENGES FOR HIGH-LEVEL IP PROTECTION

While high-level approaches are promising, there are several
open EDA and security challenges. First, the cost of protection
methods is generally high, preventing many companies from
adopting them. Second, the evolution of the corresponding
attacks demands even more efficient methods. For example,
SAT attacks are the standard de-facto for breaking and re-
covering the secret key by analyzing I/O relationships [7].
These approaches are becoming more and more sophisticated,
including also machine-learning attacks [21]. Future methods
need to be designed with clear security metrics and better
integrated into synthesis tools.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented an overview of the high-level meth-
ods for hardware IP protection. In particular, it discussed

the approaches that can be applied before logic synthesis,
including watermarking, logic locking, and eFPGA redaction.
While these approaches are effective to protect more semantic
information, there are still several open challenges from both
the security and EDA viewpoints.
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